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Project Summary

Evolutionary trees are powerful tools for prediction, species discovery, monitoring and
conservation. To better understand how the world’s plants and fungi are related to each other
and how they have evolved, we aim to complete the Plant and Fungal Trees of Life (PAFTOL).
Through comparative analysis of DNA sequence data, the backbones of these Trees of Life are
already relatively well understood, and many components have been studied in detail. However,
DNA data are still lacking for many genera and the vast majority of species of plants and fungi,
preventing their accurate placement within this evolutionary framework.
To complete the Plant and Fungal Trees of Life for all genera, we are utilising Kew’s collections to
produce genome-scale DNA data for a representative species of each genus of plant and fungi
using high-throughput sequencing technologies. This comprehensive investigation of evolutionary
relationships will provide a unifying framework for comparative plant and fungal research, greatly
accelerating the discovery of new taxa, particularly in less well-known groups, as well as
facilitating the exploration of properties and uses. The project is an essential first step towards
the compilation of genomic data for all known species of plant and fungi using Kew’s collections.

Executive summary

The completion of the Plant and Fungal Trees of Life is a strategic science priority for the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew (RBG Kew). The Plant and Fungal Trees of Life Project (PAFTOL) has
received significant funding from the Calleva Foundation, the Sackler Trust, and the Garfield
Weston Foundation. This funding has allowed RBG Kew to make significant headway into
achieving PAFTOL’s objectives. In its first three years, April 2016 – March 2019, the project team
focused on the plant component of PAFTOL, and in putting its operational foundations and
infrastructure in place. Most notably this included:
 Establishing the Sackler Phylogenomics Laboratory and the Calleva Phylogenomics
Research Programme.
 Establishing methods, protocols, and systems for processing the samples through the
data production and data analysis work packages.
 Engaging the broader Kew community through training and support for more than 30
subprojects.
 The design and implementation of a novel genomic protocol for the delivery of PAFTOL
Plants, which uses molecular probes (“PAFTOL baits”) to “fish out” 353 genes (“PAFTOL
genes”) for studying evolutionary relationships.
 The completion of a pilot study that trialled the PAFTOL baits protocol, and a pilot study
for fungal genera.
 Development of bioinformatics software to process PAFTOL genomic data.
 The publication of three scientific papers, including one on the PAFTOL baits
development.
 Building strong links with key external stakeholders, especially in the USA, and the
presentation of PAFTOL at major international conferences, workshops and seminars.
 Through PAFTOL’s leadership, the PhyloSynth global network of researchers for the
synthesis of plant tree of life data was established.
 PAFTOL pursued opportunities at Kew to engage visitors to the gardens with the science
of the project, including a PAFTOL activity stand at the Kew Science Festival.

Activities in reporting year 2019-2020



The project has expanded the coverage of flowering plant genera sequenced to 30%
(March 2020) with the production of 1,435 newly sequenced genera. PAFTOL has now
produced DNA sequence data for 4,235 genera.
The PAFTOL bait kit Angiosperms353 that was made commercially available through
Arbor Bioscience in 2018 has been taken up widely by the global botanical community for
research. The publication describing the kit has been cited 39 times to date.
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The team welcomed three new Laboratory Assistants, Dr Catherine McGinnie, Dr Elaine
Francoso and Dr Shyamali Roy. Bioinformatician Dr Kevin Leempoel and Postdoctoral
Fellow Dr Tom Carruthers were also appointed towards the end of the reporting year.
The Data Analysis work package supported the wider PAFTOL research community, with
analyses of sequence data resulting in five publications in 2019-2020, with many more
coming in 2020-21.
PAFTOL pursued and developed collaborative opportunities at the national and
international level, including several with key external collaborators who are leaders in
the fields of systematics, phylogenomics and bioinformatics.
Staff participated in seven high-profile conferences, seminars and workshops, and
presented the project to a wide, international audience.
PAFTOL hosted its second annual symposium to celebrate and share the results and early
research findings being generated by the project.
PAFTOL delivered talks and activities to the public at Kew Gardens and Wakehurst, and
pursued opportunities to enhance the project’s visibility across the two sites including
through interpretation in Kew’s Evolution Garden - a major new garden for 2019, and
through the development of an education module for Kew’s online learning platform
“Endeavour” for Key stages 4 and 5 of the National Curriculum.
Five papers were published, including our herbarium specimen DNA article in Frontiers in
Plant Sciences, the first paper to investigate the factors affecting target sequence
capture using herbarium samples from across the flowering plants.
The PAFTOL team completed the development work of the “Kew Tree of Life Explorer”.
The platform will be formally launched in Year 5 with the first public release of PAFTOL
DNA sequence data for more than 2,500 samples.
PAFTOL strengthened its collaborative links with two major sequencing projects, the UK
Darwin Tree of Life (https://www.darwintreeoflife.org/) and the Genomics for Australian
Plants (https://www.genomicsforaustralianplants.com/).

In Year 5, PAFTOL will aim to reach a target of 50% coverage of flowering plant genera by the end
of the project, May 2021, equivalent to 7,000 sampled specimens. It is currently too early to
assess the impact and consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic on PAFTOL’s ability to achieve
this objective, but the team remain optimistic that it is attainable. During this year PAFTOL will
capitalise on its increased phylogenomic and bioinformatic capabilities and processing capacity
to drive forward novel research and meet the project’s ambitious targets. This step-change will
firmly cement the reputation of PAFTOL as a trailblazer in the field of botanical phylogenomic
research and enable it to meet its pioneering aims. PAFTOL will capitalise on the strong
collaborative opportunities it has developed at both a national and international level and will
continue to promote its activities to both the scientific community and the public, ensuring that
the impact of the project continues to grow.
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PAFTOL Team

William Baker

Felix Forest

Head, Comparative Plant &
Fungal Biology
PAFTOL Project leader and PI

Senior Research Leader
PAFTOL PI

Wolf Eiserhardt

Olivier Maurin

Honorary Research Associate

Senior Researcher
Data Production Leader

Alex Zuntini

Elaine Francoso

Phylogenomic Postdoctoral
Researcher

Ilia Leitch

Assistant Head, Comparative
Plant & Fungal Biology
PAFTOL PI

Paul Bailey

Bioinformatician
Data Analysis

Shyamali Roy

Research Assistant
Data Production

Research Assistant
Data Production

Kevin Leempoel

Tom Carruthers

Bioinformatics Developer
Data Analysis

Phylogenomic Postdoctoral
Researcher (from June 2020)

Recruitment
In Year 4, between September and November 2019, three
recruitments to the position of Research Assistant were
made: Dr Catherine McGinnie, Dr Elaine Francoso and Dr
Shyamali Roy. A bioinformatician, Dr Kevin Leempoel, was
recruited in April 2020, and a Postdoctoral Researcher,
Tom Carruthers, was appointed recently and will join the
PAFTOL team in June 2020.
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Paul Kersey

Deputy Director of Science
(Bioinformatics and Genomics)
PAFTOL PI

Jim Clarkson

Phylogenomic Postdoctoral
Researcher

Robyn Cowan

Genomics Specialist
Molecular Biology Lab
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PAFTOL Alumni

Vanessa Barber
Project Manager

Steven Dodsworth
Senior Researcher
Data Production

Catherine McGinnie
Research Assistant
Data Production

Abigail Barker

Jan Kim

Senior Research Leader
PAFTOL PI

Senior Bioinformatician
Data Analysis Leader

Sidonie Bellot

Lisa Pokorny

Phylogenomic Postdoctoral
Researcher (Garfield Weston)

Phylogenomic Postdoctoral
Researcher (Garfield Weston)

Grace Brewer

Niroshini Epitawalage
Research Assistant
Data Production

Research Assistant
Data Production

Laura Botigué
Bioinformatician
Data Analysis

Joe Parker

Bioinformatician
Data Analysis

Noor Al-Wattar

Bioinformatics Intern
Data Analysis

Data Production work package
The remit of the Data Production work package is to source and process specimens in order to
produce genomic quality DNA sequences of all flowering plant genera. The sequence data
produced by Data Production feeds into the Data Analysis work package for analysis, synthesis,
and dissemination. Data Production is led by senior researcher Dr Olivier Maurin, and supported
by research assistants, Dr Catherine McGinnie, Dr Shyamali Roy, Dr Elaine Francoso, who
process DNA samples and prepare DNA libraries in the laboratory ready for sequencing.
Progress in Year 4
1. Processed samples and produced sequence data
 At the end of Year 4, the Data Production team of PAFTOL has made major progress with a
total number of 6,626 unique genera sourced and 4,235 sequenced. The number of
samples sourced to date has now reached 9,445 with 5,420 sequenced.
 The project has now generated sequence data for 30% of the 14,000 angiosperm genera.
This number is a significant achievement, exceeding the target number of genera laid out in
the funding agreement by almost 200%.
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2. Development of the PAFTOL subprojects
PAFTOL engaged with Kew and external researchers to developed more than 30 subprojects
resulting publications on specific groups as well as assisting PAFTOL’s goals. Most of the 30
PAFTOL subprojects have been finalised and sequence data have been made available to
associated researcher (within and outside RBG Kew) and included in PAFTOL’s analysis pipeline.
These completed subprojects include sedges (Cyperaceae), Mickey-mouse plants (Ochnaceae),
white mangrove family (Combretaceae), daphne family (Thymelaeaceae), and myrtles
(Myrtaceae).
3. Database and digitization
The team has also continued the databasing and digitisation of herbarium specimens from which
material was sampled for DNA extraction and used as a template to produce DNA sequence
data. To date, the project is directly responsible for the digital imaging of 1,517 samples from the
Kew Herbarium, with associated voucher information and links to the DNA sequence data.

Data Analysis work package

The completion of PAFTOL rests upon the availability of bioinformatic pipelines and computing
infrastructure to process genomic sequence data reliably, at scale, with minimum human input.
The purpose of the Data Analysis team, now led by PI Dr Paul Kersey and bioinformaticians Dr
Paul Bailey and Dr Kevin Leempoel, is to process the sequencing data generated by the Data
Production team into a comprehensive tree of life for plants.
Progress in Year 4
1. Angiosperms353 sequence recovery: PAFtools software developed and enhanced.
The initial design of our data analysis pipeline was inspired by a pipeline developed by colleagues
at the Chicago Botanic Gardens. Parts of the original pipeline were extensively rewritten to
automate certain components, as a result making significant improvements to the pipeline’s
ability to detect gene sequences and increase the quantity of data recovered. In Year 4, these
enhanced tools were routinely used successfully to recover the Angiosperms353 genes – given
their success we plan to make them more widely available in the near future.
2. Supported the PAFTOL research community with analyses of sequence data.
The support provided by the Data Analysis work package team to both core PAFTOL staff and
other collaborators remains hugely important for the generation of high quality, repeatable and
informative phylogenetic trees. As in previous years, the Data Analysis team continued to provide
analytical support to most subprojects.
3. Development of an “analysis” database.
A database was constructed to store the results from the recovered genes in each sample and
the phylogenetic analysis. This information is being used to populate Kew’s Tree of Life Explorer
website (to be launched in Year 5) so that users can browse the data and download the raw DNA
sequence data files from anywhere in the world.

Research results from 2019-2020
The vast amounts of data generated by PAFTOL is now facilitating a wide diversity of new
research. Here, we highlight three research papers published this year based on PAFTOL data.
Herbariomics
The world’s herbaria collectively house millions of diverse plant specimens, including endangered
or extinct species and type specimens. Obtaining usable DNA sequence data from these typically
highly degraded specimens was difficult until the arrival of targeted sequencing approaches,
such as the one developed by PAFTOL. In this study, we used our Angiosperms353 probe set to
recover genes from over 430 herbarium specimens that are up to 204 years old and span the
breadth of flowering plants diversity. On average around two thirds of the target genes were
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successfully retrieved. This study showed that DNA quality declines with sample age and that
climate, taxon-specific traits, and collection techniques additionally impact target sequence
recovery. The paper made recommendations for the collection, use and storage of herbarium
specimens, including the preferential use of silica-gel for drying species collected from wet
tropical climates, and that all herbarium sheets should, in future, be annotated with details of the
preservation method used.
Brewer, G, Clarkson, J, Maurin, O, Zuntini, A, Barber, V, Bellot, S, Biggs, N, Cowan, R, Davies, N,
Dodsworth, S, Edwards, S, Eiserhardt, W, Epitawalage, N, Frisby, S, Grall, A, Kersey, P,
Pokorny, L, Leitch, I, Forest, F, Baker, W. 2019. Factors affecting targeted sequencing of 353
nuclear genes from herbarium specimens spanning the diversity of angiosperms. Frontiers in
Plant Science 10: 1102. https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpls.2019.01102/full.
Pitcher-plant phylogenomics
Nepenthaceae is one of the largest carnivorous plant families and features ecological and
morphological adaptations indicating an impressive adaptive radiation. However, investigation of
evolutionary and taxonomic questions has been hindered by poor phylogenetic understanding,
with previous molecular studies based on just a few loci and taxa. This study used the
Angiosperms353 probe set to recover sequence data from 151 species of Nepenthes. The
analyses provided the most comprehensive overview of phylogenetic relationships in this
charismatic genus of plants and offered new opportunities to modify their infra-generic
classification and to investigate their evolution, biogeography and conservation.
Murphy, B, Forest, F, Barraclough, T, Rosindell, J, Bellot, S, Cowan, R, Golos, M, Jebb, M, Cheek,
M. 2019. A phylogenomic analysis of Nepenthes (Nepenthaceae). Molecular Phylogenetics
and Evolution: 106668. doi.org/10.1016/j.ympev.2019.106668
Tackling rapid radiations
In phylogenetic studies across flowering plants, at various taxonomic levels, lack of resolution
has persisted despite efforts to resolve it by increasing sampling of taxa and loci. Targeted
sequencing has emerged as a powerful tool for estimating species phylogenetic trees. Despite
ample taxon sampling, relationships in many genera of the sedge family (Cyperaceae) remain
poorly understood. The C4 Cyperus lineage of the large genus Cyperus has been particularly
difficult to resolve so we tested here the ability of two targeted sequencing kits to resolve
relationships in this group, a sedge-specific one and the Angiosperms353. The results
demonstrate that data generated with the family-specific kit do not necessarily have more power
than those obtained with Angiosperms353.
Larridon, I, Villaverde, T, Zuntini, AR, Pokorny, L, Brewer, GE, Epitawalage, N, Fairlie, I, Hahn, M,
Kim, J, Maguilla, E, Maurin, O, Xanthos, M, Hipp, AL, Forest, F, Baker, WJ. 2020. Tackling rapid
radiations with targeted sequencing. Frontiers in Plant Science 10: 1655.
https://www.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fpls.2019.01655.
Other publications from reporting year 2019-2020:
Dodsworth, S, Pokorny, L, Johnson, MG, Kim, JT, Maurin, O, Wickett, NJ, Forest, F, Baker, WJ.
2019. Hyb-Seq for Flowering Plant Systematics. Trends in Plant Science 24: 887-891.
doi.org/10.1016/j.tplants.2019.07.011
Swanepoel, W, Chase, MW, Christenhusz, MJ, Maurin, O, Forest, F, Van Wyk, AE. 2020. From the
frying pan: an unusual dwarf shrub from Namibia turns out to be a new brassicalean family.
Phytotaxa 439: 171-185. doi.org/10.11646/phytotaxa.439.3.1
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Stakeholder and public engagement

This year PAFTOL strengthened its relationships with researchers around the world by welcoming
a number of post-docs and PhD students from international research groups to come and learn
the laboratory techniques necessary to use the Angiosperms353 bait kit.
Academic engagements
Drew Larson, University of Michigan, USA
Drew Larson, a PhD student from Steven Smith’s lab at the University of Michigan, visited Kew
from August to November 2019. His project was focussed on the order Ericales and he
sequenced around 300 genera that are critical to his work and also contribute to the wider
PAFTOL objectives. Drew’s project also helped to build the collaborative links between the two
phylogenomics teams.
Elizabeth Joyce, James Cook University, Australia
Elizabeth is a PhD candidate from the Australian Tropical Herbarium at James Cook University,
who visited Kew from July to October 2019. Her project focuses on the origins of the northern
Australian flora, more specifically on the effect of the Sunda-Sahul floristic exchange on the local
flora. For that, she is studying the order Sapindales (including the mahogany family, the mango
family and the litchi family), for which she produced data for around 200 genera.
Elton John Lirio, Universidade de São Paulo, Brazil
Elton is a postdoctoral researcher at the Universidade de São Paulo, working on the systematics
of Monimiaceae (Laurales). He visited Kew from September 2019 to January 2020 and produced
data for most genera of Laurales (including laurel family; ca 90 genera).
Lorna Frankel, University of Southampton, UK
Lorna Frankel is a senior year student pursuing an Integrated Masters degree in Science from the
University of Southampton. During her placement at Kew, she was actively involved in the
production of data from around 300 genera of monocots. For her graduation project she is
working on the phylogenomics of order Commelinales (including the tradescantia family).
Karime Gutierrez, Smiths College, MA, USA.
Karime Gutierrez visited RBG Kew during the summer 2019 for a 10-week internship from Smith
College, Massachusetts, USA. Karime has been contributing to the collection of sequence data
for PAFTOL, more specifically for the carrot family (Apiaceae) subproject.
Bioinformatics workshop
Paul Bailey and Alex Zuntini organised a
bioinformatic analysis workshop in December
2019, which was attended by 14 Kew staff,
students and visitors.

Earth BioGenome Project and Darwin Tree of Life project
In 2016 PAFTOL participated in the founding workshop of the Earth BioGenome Project (EBP) at
the Smithsonian Institution, an ambitious “moon-shot” vision to sequence the genomes of all
species of life on Earth. Kew has since participated in the EBP’s working group and remains a key
player in this consortium. Kew’s status as a leader in comparative plant genomics in the UK, is
largely the result of its work through the PAFTOL project. This led to Kew being a founding
member of the Darwin Tree of Life project (DToL), a ground-breaking initiative which aims to
sequence the genomes of all 60,000 species of eukaryotes in the British Isles. Phase 1 of the
8
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project, in which Kew will work on both plants and fungi, commenced in 2019, thanks to a £10m
consortium grant from the Wellcome Trust.
Genomics for Australian Plants project (GAP)
GAP was initiated in partnership with researchers from the Australian State and National
Herbaria and Botanic Gardens with the aim of developing genomics resources to enhance the
understanding of the evolution and conservation of the Australian flora. Given their shared
interests, PAFTOL and GAP established a collaborative agreement to facilitate the sharing of
genetic data and bioinformatics pipelines, and to foster collaborations with researchers across
both initiatives. GAP will be using the Angiosperms353 probes developed by PAFTOL to sequence
all genera of Australian plants. https://www.genomicsforaustralianplants.com/phylogenomics/
Conference participation
The PAFTOL team participated in seven major conferences presenting the project’s results to a
wide international audience. These conferences include Botany 2019 (Tucson, USA), Brazilian
Botany Meeting (Brazil), Systematic Association (Bristol, UK), UK Plant Evolution (Kew, UK), XII
Latin American Congress of Botany (Ecuador), Flora Malesiana Symposium (Brunei Darussalam),
Evolution Education Trust Annual Meeting (Cambridge, UK).
Engagement within the Kew community
PAFTOL has been active in sharing its results within the scientific community at Kew. In March
2020 the project hosted its second annual symposium to share the results and early research
findings generated by the project. The symposium was attended by many researchers, students,
and visitors and featured 9 short talks from PAFTOL staff and its collaborators.
PAFTOL’s Kew Tree of Life Explorer
The Kew Tree of Life Explorer is the gateway to Kew’s research and data on the plant tree of life.
We will use this portal to share the results and data produced by the PAFTOL project and to build
a comprehensive evolutionary tree of life for flowering plants. A soft launch is planned in July
2020, followed by a first major release of PAFTOL data in Autumn 2020, when sequence data
from more than 2,500 samples produced by PAFTOL from across the tree of life will be released
for public use.
Educational and public outreach
Endeavour school programme
PAFTOL has been working with Kew’s Learning &
Participation team to develop PAFTOL-focused
teaching resources and activities for schools. These
unique resources enable school children to learn how
PAFTOL DNA sequence data are being used to build
plant evolutionary trees and why this work is so important. These aims are being achieved by
developing PAFTOL-specific activities and resources for Kew’s ‘Endeavour’ programme which is
Kew's free online learning platform for schools (https://www.kew.org/learning/endeavour). The
aim is to launch two specific Endeavour Challenges called the ‘Tree of Life’ in July 2020,
specifically targeted at pupils studying for GCSE (Key Stage 4) or A-levels (Key Stage 5). The
activities are being designed to ensure they are closely linked to the School National Curriculum
and all the major exam boards (e.g. Edexel, AQA and OCR). This will encourage teachers to
incorporate the PAFTOL activities and resources into their teaching schedules and hence ensure
as wide a take-up of the Endeavour Challenges as possible. In turn this will increase the
awareness of the importance of PAFTOL’s research into plant evolution and its wider implications
across society.
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Engagement with visitors at Kew
PAFTOL has pursued many of the rich opportunities available at Kew to engage visitors to the
gardens with the science of the project. This has included a PAFTOL activity stand at the Kew
Science Festival in July 2019, and collaboration with Kew’s Learning and Participation Team to
deliver original science communication events.
Evolution Garden at Kew
Kew’s new Aegius Evolution Garden opened in Summer 2019. This
garden is laid out according to the contemporary understanding of
plant evolutionary relationships. It tells the story of plant
classification through the ages, and how, thanks to step changes
in our ability to process and analyse genetic information, we are
now able to classify plants according to their DNA sequence, rather
than just their physical characteristics. The garden provided an
unrivalled opportunity to profile PAFTOL and the science that it
addresses to Kew’s visitors. The PAFTOL team were involved
closely in the development of messaging and interpretation, with
Kew interpretation experts. In 2020/21, PAFTOL will be enhancing
the visitor experience to the Evolution Garden even further by
funding and developing an audio guide trail for the garden – which
will bring the rich history and science behind this garden to life.
Interaction with a primary school
On 28th February 2020, James Clarkson and Alex Zuntini engaged in outreach activities with
Willow Green Primary School (Yorkshire). They hosted a 90 minutes video conference call to
explain the importance of the PAFTOL project. This included an hour-long session where they
answered one question from every pupil in the class. The children were excited to engage with
‘real scientists’ and talk about cutting-edge research.

Plans for 2020-21

General
 Submit at least ten research papers for publication, including papers to major scientific
journals for the plant pilot project, the marker paper outlining PAFTOL’s analytical
pipeline, and several contributions to special issues in the American Journal of Botany
(co-edited by PAFTOL team members) and Applications in Plant Sciences (due early in
2021).
 Further stakeholder engagement with the general public, including ongoing engagements
with GCSE and A-level students via Kew’s online education platform “Endeavour”, and
through a new audio guide trail which will enhance the interpretation in the new Evolution
Garden.
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Engagement with the scientific community through participation in at least three major
international conferences, including speakers as the special Botany 2020
Angiosperms353 symposium (July 2020; virtual meeting).
PAFTOL website developed and available to use by the scientific community, including the
Kew Tree of Life Explorer with data download functionality.
Continuation and expansion of PAFTOL’s collaboration with major initiatives such as GAP
and DToL.

Data Production work package
 The Data Production team is now focused on the production of sequence data for
additional genera to complete the sampling in order to obtain by the end of the project a
coverage of 50% of all known angiosperm genera with the most taxonomically and
phylogenetically balanced sampling.
 Review high throughput sequencing procedures for efficiencies, and cost including an
assessment of current technology and time-limiting steps, as well as factors affecting
hybridisation success.
Data Analysis work package
 Version 1.0 of the PAFtools pipeline for genomic data assembly finalized and made
publicly available.
 PAFTOL genomic data made available and accessible to the scientific community through
the Kew Tree of Life Explorer to help build the tree of life.
 We intend to estimate large species trees (i.e. those containing > 2,500 species) using a
set of gene trees. We are currently optimising the methods for generating these gene
trees. We are also actively seeking to integrate compatible data produced by other
studies, particularly for genera that have not been sampled in the PAFTOL project to date:
OneKP project, Sequence Read Archive (SRA) databank and existing annotated whole
genome sequences.
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